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Abstract: With the quick upturn in computer hard disks 

capability, the volume of statistics kept on private computers as 

digital images, text records, and multimedia has increased 

significantly. It has turn out to be time consuming to search for a 

specific file in the folder of records on hard disks. This has headed 

to the growth of numerous desktop search engines that assist to 

trace files on a desktop efficiently. The performance of five 

desktop search engines i.e. Yahoo, Copernic, Archivarius, Google, 

and Windows are estimated in this paper. A recognized dataset, 

TREC 2004 Robust track, and a set of records representing a 

typical desktop have been used to achieve conventional 

experimentations. A standard set of assessment procedures 

comprising recall precision averages, document level precision 

and recall, and exact precision and recall over recovered set are 

used. The estimations executed by a standard evaluation program 

deliver an exhaustive performance comparison of the desktop 

search engines by illustrative statistics recovery procedures.  

  

Keywords: Exhaustive Data Search, Digital Photos, text files, 

multimedia files, search engines.  

1. Introduction 

Desktop search engines, also named localized search 

engines, index and search files in a personal computer (pc). 

They recover mentions to records on the computer’s hard disks 

centered on keywords, file types, or labelled binders (folder). 

Simple text match search capabilities are not adequate for the 

volume of information in pcs nowadays. To perform file 

explorations on the pc’s hard disk, presentation of the desktop 

search engine in expressions of information retrieval (ir) 

methods, e.g. precision and recall, play a vital part in computing 

the accuracy of the exploration results. Numerous corporations 

have released their varieties of desktop search engines like 

Microsoft Windows desktop search, Yahoo desktop search, 

Copernic desktop search, Google desktop search, Archivarius 

3000, and Ask Jeeves. Of all these presented tools, the 

performance of five, Windows desktop search, Google desktop 

search, Archivarius, Yahoo desktop search and Copernic 

desktop search are estimated and examined in this presented 

paper by means of standard Information Retrieval estimation 

procedures. 

2. Evaluation 

The five desktop exploration engines are estimated on the 

subsequent principle and procedures on TREC documents: 

 Recall-precision average 

 

 Document-level precision 

 R-Precision 

 Document-level recall 

 Mean Average Precision (MAP) 

 Exact precision and recall over retrieved set 

 Fallout-recall average 

 Document-level relative precision 

 R-based precision 

These procedures are preferred for estimation as they deliver 

visions into how desktop exploration engines incrementally  

recover papers and shape their outcome groups for a cluster of 

queries and the influence that has on the accurateness of last 

query outcome sets. The estimation on typical user desktop 

papers is complete with average recall and average precision 

procedures over all queries. We estimate the subsequent 

desktop exploration engines centered on the above principles. 

Microsoft’s Windows desktop search (WDS) application is 

strictly combined with Windows. The tool delivers selections 

to index specific binders or file categories on the computer. The 

search also permits outcomes to be reverted as ranked in 

command of relevance or unranked. Yahoo desktop search 

(YDS) is centered on X1 desktop exploration. YDS precede a 

"reductive" method to demonstrate outcomes. It assistances 

selectively index only the content that is selected like files, 

emails, IMs, contacts and to set single indexing choices for each 

category of content. YDS delivers well grained control over 

indexing choices like insist on the folders that must be indexed 

or the file categories that can be indexed. YDS permits saving 

queries for future use, and forming these explorations together 

with the general queries in the exploration windowpane. 

Copernic desktop search (CDS) permits files categories to be 

selectively indexed. Consumer can pick to index video, audio, 

images, and documents. It permits third party developers to 

generate plug-ins that allow new file category indexing. For 

commercial use, Coveo, a spin-off corporation from Copernic, 

delivers enterprise desktop exploration products with improved 

security, manageability, and network competence. Google 

desktop exploration tool permits operators to scan their 

individual computers for statistics much the similar means as 

they do for using Google to exploration the Web. Out of the 

numerous features this tool delivers, noteworthy features 

comprise returning exploration outcomes brief and classified 

into different sustained file categories with a whole count of 

matches related with each category. Archivarius desktop search 
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is a full-feature application designed to search documents and 

e-mails on the desktop computer as well as network and 

removable drives. It permits records to be explored on many 

progressive characteristics like alteration date, file size, and 

encoding. 

3. Related work 

Exploration engines function as a link between operators and 

documents in our desktop (Fig. 1). Devoid of desktop search no 

statistics can be recovered on time or when it is desired. Since, 

the size of the drives is cumulative and to recall the path of each 

and every file into the system is not an easy job. Desktop Search 

explorations the record for the chosen keyword, positions it 

rendering to the related content and then returns the necessary 

statistics with the finest conceivable result. Different kinds of 

exploration engines available are Crawler based search engines, 

Human powered directories, Meta search engines, and Hybrid 

search engines. Crawler centered search engines generate their 

schedules mechanically with the assistance of web crawlers. It 

usages a computer procedure to rank all pages recovered. These 

search engines are enormous and recover a lot of statistics. It 

also comprises some strainers and ranking algorithm rank 

outcomes in the finest conceivable method. Human driven 

directories are constructed by human assortment i.e. they 

depend on humans to generate the depository. These directories 

are systematized into subjects, and pages are gathered under 

subjects. Meta exploration engines accumulate search and 

monitor the consequences of several prime search engines. 

Meta engines are comparatively sluggish engines and do not 

crawl the web by schedules. The outcomes are directed to 

numerous search engines and mixture their results into one 

page. Hybrid search engines combine the spider search engines 

and thesauruses. These search engines service one kind of 

listings over another. In the Desktop exploration the crawler 

centered search engine is adjusted to exploration the desktop. 

Three chief portions of a parser centered search engine are 

Parser, Indexer and Searcher. The parser tails documents across 

the hard drive gathering statistics from different documents. 

Initial from a basic drive on the desktop, and recursively follow 

all the records and folders to other documents. This makes it 

conceivable to reach maximum of the hard drive in a 

comparatively small time. The indexer takes the web pages 

composed by the parser and parses them into an extremely 

effective index. In the index, the expressions are given a 

prominence weighting by the search engine’s ranking set of 

rules. The searcher (query engine or recovery engine) returns 

outcomes of a query to the operator. For the reason of these 

diverse word weighting and document selection approaches, 

bias is presented in the search engines. Different search engines 

also have diverse ranking set of rules and put on run-time 

strainers to their outcomes. Desktop search engine the crawler 

is given a hard disk of the operator from which it can excerpt 

documents one by one, parse and examine these pages. On the 

other hand it delivers a grip to the operator to add a disk for 

withdrawal. It also excerpts all the entrenched URLs create in 

the page and add them to the list of URLs to be extracted. It 

practices in-place updating to preserve cleanliness of the 

catalogue. A decent indexing procedure is used for searching 

the catalogue with smallest conceivable time. The chief 

operational of base effort search engine is presented in Figure 2 

using a ‘0 level’ data flow diagram. The user yield to query to 

the search engine and it searches for that query in the databank 

of the crawler, and shows the outcome. The working of User 

operations and Admin operations is shown in Figure 3 using ‘1 

level’ data flow diagram. In Admin Process it demonstrations 

scanning hard diskette for files, construing the text files from 

the drive and updating databank. In User processes it 

demonstrations submitting the Query and productivity 

processes. It also delivers a grip to the operator to choice a hard 

diskette for scanning as well as construing the text files which 

are at present there in the databank of the search engine. The 

operational of the crawler for base search engine is shown in 

Figure 4. It starts with the base disk of the computer i.e. C 

Drive. Initial, a document is procured from list of documents 

and checks for obtainability of that document in the record. If 

document is in the database formerly it procedures the old 

page_id then generates a new page_id. Now, the document is 

analyzed for the text. The headings are put in the page table and 

the words of the page are taken out and placed in word table. If 

word is present in word table use the same word_id otherwise 

create a novel word_id. Place the incidences of the words in the 

incidence table till all the words existing in the file table are 

recorded. These words are used in ranking. Fetch another 

document from FILE table. If the link already present in file 

table, then delete it from FILE table otherwise more links from 

FILE table are extracted if more links are present then they are 

taken out and entire procedure is recurrent then the crawling 

procedure is stopped. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Structural design of a typical web search engine 

 

 
Fig. 2.  0 level DFD of proposed desktop Search Engine  
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Fig.3. DFD demonstrating Administration operations and User’s 

operations 

4. Conclusion 

Dependency over the inbuilt OS search indexer is sometimes 

needed to be revoked and an algorithm is to be implemented so 

as to make search bit more concise and specific as per the user 

requirements, also web pages and other documents which can 

never be found with their filename instead they can only be 

located as the term mentioned in the document itself. To read 

the documents certain APIs are required which will be required 

to read a specific type of document. 
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